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For more information on the New Medium Duty, contact your
local Peterbilt dealer or visit peterbilt.com.
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BUMPERS

Three bumper options are available: one-piece channel, one-piece aero molded and threepiece aero metal. Several finish options are available for customization. All bumper options
allow for integrated Collision Mitigation technology.

HEADLIGHTS

High performing halogen headlights provide excellent light coverage and beam uniformity
for maximum visibility as well as excellent serviceability.

HOODS 		

Hood options include SMC aero hoods in 107" and 109" BBC configurations, both designed to
maximize visibility. Also available is a sturdy fixed-grille 109" BBC vocational Metton® hood
accommodating full through rails.

MIRRORS

Robust cab mounted mirrors are optimized for visibility. The mirror features a large flat
glass and integrated convex mirrors. Heating elements and motorized glass are optional.

ROOF HEIGHTS

Two roof heights are available. The standard steel flat roof provides clearance for
overhead equipment. The optional aluminum curved roof improves headroom by 4".

CAB 		

The 2.1 meter cab is wider than the previous conventional cab, allowing for three-person
seating. The cab floor is lowered 4" for easier ingress and egress.

PACCAR TX-8 AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 		

The TX-8 automatic transmission offers compelling benefits, including a lifetime oil filter
and extended service interval, easy service access, and up to a 5% fuel economy benefit
over competitive transmissions.

PETERBILT REAR SUSPENSION

Peterbilt’s new proprietary single drive rear suspensions provide superior durability and
ride quality, and are available in ratings from 13,500 to 18,000 lbs.

FUEL TANKS		

D-shaped fuel tanks maximize volume in a small space, allowing for clear back-of-cab packaging
of frame-mounted components. Fuel tank options include sizes from 50 to 100 gallons.

BATTERY BOX

The compact new under-cab battery box features best-in-class stair style steps for easy cab
entry as well as integrated air system components for excellent service.

